
The Fréjus railway tunnel

Prior to 1857, it had never been possible to build an Alpine tunnel that was 
longer than 1500m. The longest was the Semmering tunnel on the Venna-
Trieste railway line (1434 metres) which was completed in 1854: this was a 
remakable tunnel  built through the rock with 9 intermediate heading shafts.
The limited lengths were due to the slow rate of digging and difficulties 
ventilating worksites, particularly when tunnels had to be blasted with 
explosives.
The question of building the Fréjus railway tunnel was raised in 1850. 
This tunnel was to be 13km long and cross the Alps between Turin and 
Chambéry without the possibility of any intermediating heading shafts due 
to the depth of rock cover.  

The engineers (led by Sommeiller) hoped to achieve  a satisfactory rate of 
progress by using the the new technology of compressed air 
drills. Development of these had started in the United Kindgdom and been 
continued in Belgium, but further improvements were still required. The 
compressed air plants had to be installed at the tunnel entries, 
at Bardonnèche and Modane. The compressed air also provided venitlation 
in the tunnel during works.

The compressed air plant at Modane.

A drill in position

For four years between 1857 and 
1861, before the compressed air  
plants were installed, the tunnel 
was bored using blast holes made 
manually in the rock. Progress 
was slow - each face advanced 
only 0.5 metres per day. At that  
rate the tunnel would have taken 
40 years to complete! But the 
sponsors and workers  did not lose 

heart. Then, in 1861, the compressed air drills went into operation.. Boring 



was completed in 1870 and the tunnel was opened in 1871. It has been in 
operation ever since, carrying rail traffic through the Alps between France 
and Italy.
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